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The aim of this project was to create a model to predict the remaining useful life of induction 
motor with minor investment available in the plant. The project helps to broaden electronics 
student’s horizons of automation and machine learning field. It answers whether Siemens 
Programmable Logical Controller (PLC) can work with other Internet of Things (IoT) tools in 
the Fourth Industrial revolution. This project’s result can be used as one method alternative 
for a maintenance engineer to perform predictive maintenance without attaching additional 
sensor devices on a machine or buying expensive predictive software from a third party.  
 
In this project, the development of a predictive maintenance model is started by collecting 
induction motor data. The induction motor data is collected by the PLC and stored on the 
Microsoft SQL local server. The raw data is fetched and loaded into the data frame for pre-
dicting the induction motor’s remaining useful life. The remaining useful life of the induction 
motor is estimated by using the linear regression model. Lastly, the efficiency of a predictive 
model is evaluated by calculating its root mean square error. 

Keywords Predictive maintenance, Induction motor, Linear regression 
model, PLC 
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1 Introduction 

In the industrial field, maintenance cost dominates the significant proportion of total man-

ufacturing operating costs. The percentage of maintenance cost varies from 15 per cent 

to 60 per cent, depending on the specific industry. However, the effectiveness of mainte-

nance achieves merely two-thirds of the result. It means that the maintenance cost is 

wasted one-third because of unnecessary or improperly carried out maintenance. Fur-

thermore, ineffective maintenance management also significantly increase production 

loss time and degrade product quality. Therefore, suitable maintenance method and ad-

ministration in the industrial area is ability-enhancing competitiveness of manufacturing 

quality product in the world market. [1,1.] 

There are two types of traditional maintenance methods, which are reactive maintenance 

and preventive maintenance. Reactive maintenance can be understood simply as run-

to-failure as straightforward. It means that the machines or equipment do not need to be 

fixed and replaced until they break. This method has dominated the industrial field since 

the first build of manufacturing. However, the high expenditure in spare parts inventory, 

overtime labour, machine downtime and the low production availability made this method 

gradually lost credibility. As a result, along with this method, people also performs the 

next level of maintenance method, which is called preventive maintenance. In this 

method, many preventive maintenance tasks like lubrication, machine adjustment, and 

machine rebuild are performed after an interval to prolong machinery’s normal life. How-

ever, this scheduled method leads the plant to repair machinery and equipment; even it 

is unnecessary repairs or not catastrophic failures. Therefore, the material and labour 

used for repairing are wasted. [1,2.] 

Predictive maintenance eventually is developed to eliminate those ineffective points of 

two former maintenance strategies. Predictive maintenance can estimate the average 

machine’s failure time and identify particular faults based on the machine’s data. Hence, 

this method has tackled those weaknesses of former maintenance methods. The bene-

fits of predictive maintenance that deserve mention are the meaning of downtime for 

maintenance, better managing inventory, eliminating unplanned downtime, and maximis-

ing the equipment lifetime. [2,2-3.] 
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The project’s aim was to simulate predictive maintenance with minor investment based 

on having equipment in the plant. The project helps to broaden the electronics student 

horizons of the automation field working with the Internet of Things (IoT). Therefore, it 

also answers whether Siemens Programmable Logical Controller (PLC) can work with 

other Internet of Things (IoT) tools in the Fourth Industrial revolution. To be more specific, 

the objective is the successful estimating the remaining useful life of induction motor, 

which is the equipment existing in every plant in the world. Siemens Programmable Log-

ical Controller (PLC) CPU executes the command to run the motor, get electrical infor-

mation data from the motor and storing them in the Microsoft SQL Server database for 

further data analysis action. Furthermore, Data query also can be performed remotely 

through a website with the same network. Ultimately, this project’s result can be used as 

one method alternative for a maintenance engineer to perform predictive maintenance 

without attaching additional sensor devices on a machine or buying expensive predictive 

software from a third party.  

The thesis report includes the detailed definition of each maintenance method, the rela-

tion of predictive maintenance with condition monitoring, the procedure for developing 

predictive maintenance, the explanation of programming code, the project’s result, and 

the conclusion. 

2 Predictive Maintenance Background 

2.1 Reactive and Preventive Maintenance 

In the Introduction chapter, reactive and preventive maintenance is briefly introduced. 

Then, this chapter explains the difference in roles, benefits and disadvantages of reactive 

and preventive maintenance in the industrial fields. 

2.1.1 Reactive Maintenance 

The purpose of reactive maintenance is to restore equipment to its normal operating 

condition when the breakdown occurs. The initial cost of reactive maintenance is one of 

the benefits that deserves mentioning. The plant does not need to spend time and money 

on building the maintenance planning system. Therefore, the number of needed staff for 
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this strategy is also smaller than other maintenance methods. Those expenditures can 

instead be used for other investments in the plant. In the industrial area, unpredictable 

faults always happen despite having well-planning maintenance. Therefore, reactive 

maintenance still has a place in a well-rounded maintenance strategy. However, the in-

dustry rule of thumb states that reactive maintenance should occupy only 20 per cent of 

maintenance time in the field. The severe risk and disadvantage of reactive maintenance 

is the result of this statement. [3.] 

Despite having a lower initial cost, reactive maintenance has a lot of serious disad-

vantages. Without planning maintenance, an industrial plant must face numerous unex-

pected downtimes during production time. Those unexpected downtimes lead the plant 

to late orders, damaged reputation, unavailability of emergency maintenance labour and 

spare parts. Consequently, the expenditure on premium fast shipping and overtime la-

bour has gone far greater than the low initial cost. Not only causing higher cost but un-

expected critical damage also causes unsafety or can be fatal to the operator on the 

production line. Those factors prove that reactive maintenance is only a short-sighted 

approach or proper for a particular process. Reactive maintenance conjunction with pre-

ventive or predictive maintenance, is a critical approach in the industrial area to achieve 

the best result.  [3;4.] 

2.1.2 Preventive Maintenance 

Unlike reactive maintenance, preventive maintenance is the planned maintenance that 

can prolong the lifespan of the equipment. This strategy aims to maximise the average 

useful life of any equipment by adjusting, cleaning, lubricating, repairing, and replacing 

the schedule before a breakdown. Hence, the plant has to identify all equipment in the 

machine and its specific life cycle. Checking and needed replacement action need to be 

done before the degraded time of the machine. [5.]  

Figure 1 below illustrates the operation cycle of preventive maintenance action. 
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Figure 1. Preventive maintenance cycle Reprint from Why is preventive maintenance important 
for organisations? [6]. 

One equipment’s particular life cycle can be determined by measuring its data with spe-

cific tools, the manufacturer’s threshold, and the average working hours of its equipment. 

However, setting the machine’s proper maintenance schedule becomes complicated if it 

has an enormous asset in the plant. [5.] 

The benefits of preventive maintenance are the enhancement of safety, longer equip-

ment lifespan, increased productivity, reduced costs and lower energy consumption. 

When technicians regularly inspect the machine, the defects on the machine can be 

spotted. Therefore, the plants can reduce the unexpected downtimes and risks for la-

bours in the fields. The fewer unexpected downtimes happen, the more output products 

are produced for the plant. Apart from that, the cost of repairing equipment to the point 

of failure may take ten times more than scheduled maintenance action. [5.] 

Therefore, applying preventive maintenance also saves an average of 12 to 18 per cent 

cost for the company. Undoubtedly, good maintaining assets can minimise electrical and 

mechanical stress for equipment. Therefore, the energy consumed can be reduced due 

to fewer unexpected faults. However, the remaining disadvantages of preventive mainte-

nance are the barrier for many plants to approach this method. [5.] 

The approach of this strategy requires enormous times and the capacity of the plant to 

achieve. Utilising this periodic maintenance requires regular monitoring and inspecting 

the equipment to get the proper maintenance schedule. It also costs much time for em-

ployees to statistic data and makes maintenance checklists of needed assets. Therefore, 
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predictive maintenance is an advanced form of preventive maintenance that can tackle 

some cons and ease the needed planned industrial labours. [5.] 

2.2 Predictive Maintenance 

2.2.1 Relationship of Condition Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance 

As described in previous chapter 2.1, predictive maintenance is an advanced form of 

preventive maintenance in which condition monitoring is vital for both strategies’ suc-

cess. Therefore, the relation between predictive maintenance and condition monitoring 

needs to be explored for further understanding.  

In a sense, the term “condition monitoring” has been in plant early, ever since the outset 

of machine presence. People began to perfect the process of catching machine degra-

dation before it turns to failure or fatal. Everything evolved when people moved into the 

20th century; enterprising engineers developed more sophisticated ways to measure 

equipment health. Condition monitoring was based merely on analysis techniques, which 

are vibration analysis in 1938, oil analysis in 1946, infrared thermography in the 1950s, 

acoustic emission analysis in 1970, and motor current signature analysis in the 1970s. 

Before the computers’ adoption was widespread in the 1980s, those techniques above 

require plant engineer to be tough in manual collecting data and expertise in analysing 

and interpreting data. However, most plants still use manual condition monitoring system 

in their field. Apart from that, many developed industries have yet to complete move from 

offline to online system. When the industry is stepping into the 21st century, those former 

analytics techniques merge with the cutting-edge technology of deep learning and the 

Industrial Internet of Things (IIots). Therefore, maintenance engineer and data analyst 

can apply automated, expert updated analysis to a vast amount of continuous data col-

lected by wireless connection and storing those data in a secured database or/and on a 

cloud. It can be seen clearly that the Internet of Things and the advancement of storage 

helped the industrial field performing more favourably the process of the planned task. 

[7.] 

To be more specific, the reason why condition monitoring is a key in predictive mainte-

nance can be explained through the potential failure – functional failure (P/F) curve. This 

curve is a performance description of a component in the machine (See Figure 2). In the 
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P/F curve, the majority proportion of usage time is the stable performance of the compo-

nent. It is the straight line and parallels the time axis (x-axis). The Critical Event(CE) 

represents something that happens on the component that makes the curve start to de-

teriorate gradually or dramatically. The deteriorating level of the curve indicates the crit-

ical component failures that shorten its life cycle. Since the CE point, the loss of function 

increases, and the component’s problem becomes more apparent to detect. [8, 133.] 

 

Figure 2. Performance/Failure Curve: What do Inspection and Predictive maintenance(PdM) 
buy you? Modified from Joel Levitt (2011) [8,134].  

With condition monitoring through the P/F curve and predictive formulas, plants can es-

timate the degraded components’ remaining useful time. The predictive formulas are the 

factors that go beyond condition-based care. The collected data is analysed using pre-

dictive algorithms. Next, the result can determine the trends and detect the repairing time 

of the asset. Therefore, the maintenance team can have time to repair spare parts, 

schedule downtime and training time. These condition monitoring and predictive formu-

las are the deciding values that make predictive maintenance unique compared to other 

strategies. [11.] 

Remarkably, each P/F curves is the progression of one component’s failure mode from 

its inception through the increasing loss of function to breakdown. There are many com-

ponents in the machine, and one component can have several failure modes. As a result, 

there are many monitoring graphs of one machine, and each graph has multiple P/F 

curves representing several failure modes of that component. [8,134.] 

The condition monitoring graph and predictive formulas prove their benefits by aggregat-

ing data and showing the component’s supposed interval life before the failure occurs. 

This combination brings many benefits to predictive maintenance, competing with other 
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traditional maintenance methods, illustrated explicitly in the next chapter 2.2.2. Eventu-

ally, the plant can have the maintenance decision based on reliable source instead of 

frequently replacing parts after duration. 

2.2.2 The Importance/Benefits of Predictive Maintenance 

In predictive maintenance, the equipment is inspected through monitoring and replaced 

based on some specific conditions. For example, a filter needs to be changed monthly 

according to regular preventive maintenance; however, predictive maintenance can help 

plants decide to change the filter based on differential pressure monitoring. If the pres-

sure exceeds a specific value of PSI, the filter need to be changed. From the explanation 

above, predictive maintenance can ease to maximise the used time of equipment and 

minimise the extravagant replacing parts in the plant. The case is true that preventive 

maintenance becomes worthless when the detection of faults to failure is short. The 

equipment goes quickly to failure from profitable operation through deterioration to failure 

in one hour make it possible for preventive maintenance to schedule the plan. However, 

full-time monitoring can cycle at a minute to second speeds to detect equipment’s fast 

deterioration. Predictive maintenance tools are permanently mounted or controlled by a 

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and computer controller, then eventually by a 

standard desktop computer. If the data exceed a threshold value, the alarm or notification 

shows up, and controllers safely shut down the sequence. It is an advantage of predictive 

maintenance that can spot in real-time any extraordinary on the working machine. Those 

unnatural data also can serve for further analysis execution. Another advantage of pre-

dictive maintenance is that condition monitoring is non-interruptive, which means PM 

inspections are going on while the machine is making money. [8, 148.] 

According to Mobley [9], the benefits of applying predictive maintenance are apparent in 

cost deduction. The maintenance cost is decreased by 50 per cent, and spare parts 

inventory is minimised by 30 per cent compared to before use. Predictive maintenance 

also saves a significant amount of time for the company, which is determined as money. 

The case is true that production time increase due to a 50 per cent unexpected failure 

reduction. Moreover, the maintenance and overhaul time also decline by 60 per cent. 

Besides bringing benefits in terms of time and money, predictive maintenance also in-

creases the plant’s safety and reputation in the industrial field. [9.] 
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Unlike other maintenance methods, predictive maintenance can early spot machine 

problem, which reduces the risk of catastrophic failures, can lead to personal injury or 

death. This benefit further can reduce several insurances for companies. The availability 

of the machine on the production line means more qualified products are produced punc-

tually. This consequence satisfies customers and improves brand reputation in manu-

facturing. In the future, many old and new customers find the plant for competency in 

manufacturing. Ultimately, predictive maintenance can make the plant for getting higher 

margins in production and revenue. Those are all possible benefits of predictive mainte-

nance. The following sub-chapter 2.2.3 is the approach of the predictive maintenance 

process, especially for the thesis topic. [10.] 

2.2.3 The Approach of Predictive Maintenance 

Based on the previous description, predictive maintenance(PdM) is shaped by three 

main elements: condition monitoring to assess asset health in real-time, predictive for-

mulas to diagnostic equipment data and Internet of Things(IoT). In general, PdM is a tool 

for collecting and analysing asset data. These data allow the maintenance team can 

further to identify the needed maintained area on the machine.  

There are five main steps to achieve predictive maintenance presented in Figure 3 be-

low. The first step is data acquiring which is one of the most crucial steps in PdM. The 

reason is that the more reliable data capture, the more precise result achieves. Each 

piece of equipment in predictive maintenance is monitored by sensors mounted on the 

machine or communicating devices for transmitting all data to the main controller. In this 

project, the variable frequency drive can transmit related data on the induction motor to 

the programmable logic controller through Modbus RTU. Then, data is stored in the Mi-

crosoft SQL database. The detail of this operation and specification of devices can be 

found in other chapters below. In figure 3, the second step of predictive maintenance is 

the pre-processing data. This step aims to remove all noise, outlier, missing value to 

form valuable condition indicators for the next step. The next step in performing predic-

tive maintenance is condition indicators identification. Condition indicators are features 

whose behaviour changes predictably as the system degrades. These features are used 

to discriminate between healthy and faulty operation. To get the valuable condition indi-

cators, maintenance engineers need to have good data analysis skills and use those 

techniques in figure 4 below to extract. In this project, the data analysing step is per-

formed in Python language to get useful condition indicators. These useful condition 
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indicators are a vital contribution to the next train model step. The train model step ma-

nipulates classification, regression, and time-series modelling to predict the time-to-fail-

ure of equipment. To be more specific, this step can track changes in the machines to 

determine anomalies. It also identifies which parts of the machine require attention. 

Moreover, the relationship between the extracted features and the degradation path of 

assets can estimate the time to failure of equipment with the proper train model. The 

pandas and seaborn package in Python can visualise the life intervals of parts in the 

induction motor for this thesis project. Ultimately, the last step of predictive maintenance 

is the deployment and integration step. After successful testing the algorithm, the algo-

rithm can be run by deploying it on the cloud, edge device or both. The pre-processing 

and feature extraction steps can be performed on an embedded device and then send 

the extracted features to the cloud. [2.] 

Those steps in figure 3 are the whole process for accomplishing the predictive mainte-

nance in the plant. However, this thesis project is limited to the train model step due to 

the beginning’s simulation objective. The following sections below are the details and 

functions of needed devices for the project. 

 

Figure 3. Predictive maintenance workflow reprinted from Mathworks (2019) [2].  

 

Figure 4. Define condition indicators using signal-based and model-based method reprinted 
from Mathworks (2019) [2]. 
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3 Predictive Maintenance on Induction Motor 

3.1 Induction Motor 

3.1.1 Structure and Operation of Induction Motor 

With the popularity of induction motor in various applications, the induction motor is 

shown as one of humankind’s most essential inventions. In history, the first practical 

alternating current(AC) motor was constructed in the 1880s, then a wide range of AC 

motors is available nowadays. Unlike DC motors applying for electronic remote-control 

and hobbyist devices, most household or industrial appliances rely much on AC motors. 

The reason explaining for this is high-voltage AC power which carries great energy 

through distances by power lines, with minimum power loss. With its benefit in high effi-

ciency, the electrical power in houses and other buildings is AC. Therefore, electric fans, 

blenders, or pumps with AC motors can use AC from the electrical outlets. AC motors 

are diverse with many types and classified in several ways. However, the AC motors can 

be classified into four main types in general based on their power supply and speed. The 

AC motors are polyphase or single-phase depend on the electrical content of the motor’s 

incoming power. Similarly, the AC motors are classified as synchronous or asynchronous 

when their character has the relationship between the motor’s speed and incoming 

power frequency. In this section, the structure and the operation of the AC asynchronous 

motor are explained.  [12, 89.] 

Like any other AC motors, the structure of an asynchronous motor has two parts rotor 

and stator for making the shaft turn in the machine. The rotor is the rotate part when the 

motor is powered, and the stator is the stationary part of the motor. The stator of asyn-

chronous motors has the same structure as other types of motors. It contains windings, 

which are electromagnets, produces a rotating magnetic field. This rotating field of the 

stator causes the rotor to turn. On the other hand, the rotor in the asynchronous motor 

has a different structure from other AC motor types. Unlike the permanent magnet rotor 

of synchronous motors, the asynchronous motor rotor is a squirrel cage with many con-

ductors embedded into its surface in a striped pattern. The name squirrel-cage is based 

on its shape, which is the same as a running wheel used by gerbils and hamsters. Figure 

5 below shows the idea of a squirrel-cage rotor from the horizontal view section. [12, 97-

98.] 
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Figure 5. Squirrel-cage rotor Reprint from Motors for Makers – A Guide to Steppers, Servos, 
and Other Electrical Machines [12, 98]. 

Constituent conductors along the rotor’s surface are usually made of copper or alumin-

ium, and the core is commonly composed of steel. As shown in Figure 5, each end of 

conductors connect with the metal end rings and is skewed at an angle to reduce cogging 

when the rotor temporarily locks in place as it turns. Thanks to this arrangement of con-

ductors, the rotor can operate normally and smoothly. However, making rotor turn relies 

significantly on the stator structure and the interaction between rotor and stator.  

 

The stator of the induction motor is located outside of the rotors, and its winding receives 

AC power. This input AC power can be a single-phase or a three-phase power supply 

that depicts the sinusoidal provided power in single-phase and three-phase. Due to the 

power characteristic, stators’ windings are grouped into sets called phases. Therefore, 

the induction motor can be called a single-phase asynchronous motor or a polyphase 

asynchronous motor. The fact is that the stator has one phase for each phase of the 

input power, and the windings in the same phase receive power from the same phase. 

Figure 6 below shows the structure of a stator of a three-phase AC motor. The induction 

motor’ stator has the winding A connects with winding A’,  B connects with B’, and C 

connects to C’. The number of windings per phase is the number of stator poles, and 

they are always even number. Hence, the stator is called two poles if the asynchronous 

motor has six windings and use a three-phase power supply. [12, 91.] 
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Figure 6. The stator of a three-phase AC motor with two poles reprint from Motors for Makers – 
A Guide to Steppers, Servos, and Other Electrical Machines [12, 92.] 

In general, the changing rate of the stator electromagnetic field is the motor’s synchro-

nous speed. The rate of this speed depends on the frequency of input power and can be 

calculated by the following formula:  

      

      

   𝑛𝑠 =
120

𝑝
𝑓    (1) 

 

According to the formula, if the AC motor has p poles, the synchronous speed in round 

per minute is ns. The more poles existing in the motor, the slower synchronous speed is 

because of more windings to pass in the electromagnetic field. The table in figure 7 illus-

trates the corresponding synchronous speed with the number of poles in the motor.  

The operation of the asynchronous motor is based on the principle of electromagnetic 

induction. If the conductor above is brought into the stator’s rotating field, the conductor 

forms the different voltage across its surface. This occurrence is referred to as electro-

magnetic induction, and the voltage is called induced voltage. Afterwards, induced volt-

age produces a current in the conductor as a red arrow illustrated in figure 8. When a 

current-carrying conductor is placed inside a rotating magnetic field, it receives a force 

that causes the conductor to move in the same direction as the stator’s magnetic field. 

Hence, the rotor speed of the motor turns at speed slower than the synchronous speed. 

As a result, if a motor is asynchronous, the shaft’s speed is always less than the syn-

chronous motor speed until it reaches the full-load torque. Because of that, the term 

asynchronous motor is referred to according to this fundamental principle operation. 

Moreover, the asynchronous motor is also commonly called an induction motor based 

on the inducing phenomenon between stator and rotor. 
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Figure 7. Motor synchronous speeds and number of poles Reprint from Motor & Drives – A 
Practical Technology Guide [14, 96] 

 

Figure 8. Conductor in the electromagnetic field of stator Modified from ABB Electric motor fun-
damentals Free online training program (2020) [15.] 

3.1.2 Faults Diagnose on Induction Motor and Its Benefits.  

One of the most popular malfunctions on induction motor is the eccentricity related to 

other faults such as broken rotor, bar faults, bearing fault and stator faults. The eccen-

tricity of the induction motor dominates more than 90% of overall induction motor failures. 

Indeed, most induction motor in industrial facilities run under nonidea conditions which 

cause more than 40% bearing faults. Bearing faults can be classified as the outer race-

way, inner raceway, ball defect and cage defect. Over time, these defects become sig-

nificant and cause acoustic noise on the machine. These defects cause not only noise 

but also the primary vibration on the induction motor. Therefore, mechanical vibration, 

infrared or thermal and acoustic analyses are commonly used predictive maintenance 

methods to monitor the bearing health. Apart from bearing faults, stator faults withstand 

approximately 30% to 40% of all-electric motor failures. The cause of these faults mostly 

come from electric and mechanical stress on the stator windings. In a symmetrical 
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induction motor, a stator winding turn fault can produce a large amount of current flowing 

through turns, meaning much current requirement from the source. The considerable 

current amount creates much heat for the insulation used in the stator winding. The in-

sulation degrades and becomes damaged when its threshold reaches and cause failure 

on the induction motor. The temperature monitoring on the stator winding seems to be 

the best solution to detect the induction motor’s insulation degradation. Besides, broken 

rotor bar faults also contribute to 5% of induction motor faults. The broken rotor bar fault 

consequence comes from thermal, environmental, mechanical and residual stress. 

Lastly, the eccentricity fault is the last fault type on the induction motor. The air-gap ec-

centricity is a typical defect finding in the motor rotor. Indeed, the centre of the rotor and 

stator on healthy motors is aligned perfectly. If the rotor is not aligned centrally, the de-

veloping in radial forces or magnetic pull cause the rotor-stator rub, which results in dam-

age on both rotor and stator. The eccentricity is likely to diagnose with the harmonic line 

current signal. By monitoring the time variation of a full-load induction motor, the eccen-

tricity fault can be classified.  

It is apparent that faults diagnosis helps separate happening faults on induction and has 

time to plan downtime for maintenance. By defining each fault types, maintenance engi-

neers can easily detect fault base on the failure mode through monitoring the induction 

motor’s features. The maintenance time on the induction motor also is improved with 

predefined faults. Technician and maintenance engineer do not cost much time for in-

vestigating faults or identifying fault equipment. The revised spare part on the induction 

motor can have time to be prepared and directly changed the field. The low downtime, 

therefore, can enhance the productivity on the production line.  

3.2 Siemens Programmable Logic Controller S1212 

3.2.1 Programmable Logic Controller S1212 Function and Characteristic 

In Predictive maintenance, the essential equipment is the controller for data controlling 

and executing all output tasks in the system. Thanks to the stability and reliability, the 

programmable logic controller (PLC) is chosen to monitor and control the system. In in-

dustry’s environment, Siemens’ PLCs are observed highly in this fiercely competitive 

environment. The model central processing unit (CPU) 1212C DC/DC/DC is one of the 

SIMATIC S7-1200 compact controller class of Siemens. Based on the model’s name of 
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the CPU, the configuration of hardware can be identified. The serial number on the CPU 

indicates that the CPU belongs to SIMATIC S7-1200 programmable logic controller 

class. This CPU is powered by 24V DC and has eight digital input 24V DC, six digital 

output 24V DC onboard. The serial number of the CPU indicates the CPU class, and the 

letter C represents that this is the compact CPU. The three last categories in the serial 

name tell the power supply, type of input, and output on the CPU. The short hardware 

description and features can be seen in figure 9 below when choosing the CPU on the 

TIA Portal software. 

 

Figure 9. Description of CPU S1212 on TIA Portal which is the screenshot captured from TIA 
Portal software. 

This class of Siemens PLC has many advantages that become essential equipment in 

the industrial environment. According to Siemens, the S7 – 1200 CPU supports monitor-

ing and controlling a wide range of devices along with auxiliary automation protocols. 

The compact design, low cost, and powerful features make the S7-1200 compact con-

troller fit in controlling a small automation system. The S7 – 1200 CPU is determined as 

a powerful controller with the microprocessor build in, an integrated power supply, input 

and output circuits, high-speed motion control input/output, and onboard ANALOG inputs 

in a compact housing. Hence, after uploading the logic programs into the CPU through 

TIA portal software, the CPU can monitor and execute the system’s command. It can 

have the ability to monitor the inputs and changes the output command base on the logic 

of the user program. The logic program language on TIA Portal, which programmer can 

use, are boolean logic, ladder logic, counting, timing, math operations, and other 
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intelligent devices. Thanks to the PROFINET port and the ability expansion with addi-

tional modules, the CPU can have many communication resources such as PROFINET, 

PROFIBUS, MODBUS, GPRS, RS485, RS232, IEC networks. With MODBUS networks, 

the PLC CPU can monitor the changes of current, voltages, power, and direction of VFD 

powering the induction motors. Through MODBUS, CPU can also send the digital signal 

to VFD and control the speed, direction of induction motors. Ultimately, this is an ideal 

space-saving controller for the small project of thesis and simulation work. [16, 18.] 

This CPU is chosen to undertake this fundamental responsibility. Figure 10 below shows 

its duty in Predictive Maintenance is to collect all input information from the VFD power-

ing the induction motor. The collected information, including current, voltage, direction, 

and power, is used for further data analysing. 

 

Figure 10. Induction motor data is collected and stored in the SQL database. 

3.2.2 Configuration on Programmable Logic Controller CPU 

Configuration of the needed programmable logic controller (PLC) is a vital step in building 

a Predictive maintenance system. The chosen programmable logic controller needs to 

ensure the ability to handle all tasks and appropriate with available needed hardware in 

the system. To be more specific, the chosen PLC can tackle all present tasks and devel-

opment modification tasks in the future. For example, the number of digital or analogue 

inputs and outputs should be taken into this preparation step. Additional modules for 
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communicating with web server and database storing ability also need to be considered 

in Predictive Maintenance. A wrong calculation can lead to the consequence of changing 

PLC along with any compatible hardware. Moreover, programs’ reconfiguration also 

costs much time to be finished and means causing an enormous money loss on the 

production line. These expenses must be avoided in the industrial environment to pre-

serve inventory and achieve the highest productivity. After identifying the appropriate 

PLC, the TIA Portal software’s configuration is the next step. According to the Siemens 

manual, the STEP 7 TIA Portal offer users a friendly environment to build control logic 

programs, configure HMI visualisation and set up network communication. Hence, pro-

grammers can use the latest software to intuitively code from small to a large project with 

everything else in between. The section below is the instruction that shows how to start 

with Siemens TIA Portal from setting up the using PLC to adding some functionality to a 

program. There are two different views of the project to help users increase their produc-

tivity. The first view is called a task-oriented set of portals, or Portal view arranged based 

on the tools’ functionality. The second view is called the Project view, a project-oriented 

view of the project’s elements. Most PLC programmers often use the Portal view to cre-

ate and chose the location of the project. The project view is the place for integrating 

equipment, additional module, creating logic programs and simulating their projects. 

Those two figures, 11 and 12 below, show two of these views as well as the explication. 

[16, 18.] 

 

Figure 11. The Portal view interface Captured from TIA Portal software. 
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Figure 12. The Project view interface Captured from TIA Portal software. 

To start the configuration, programmers need to set up TIA Portal by opening up the TIA 

Portal and creating a new project. Once it opens, users can click “Create new project”, 

type the project’s name of user’s choice in space “Project name”, then click “Create” in 

the Portal view. After creating the project, programmers now can add a compatible PLC 

to the project. However, programmers need to create a connection protocol between the 

laptop/computer and the PLC to add virtual PLC and additional modules to the project. 

This connection helps programmers’ computers communicate to the PLC and later can 

download logical programs to it. The connection between Siemens PLC and the pro-

grammer’s computer is Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). This 

protocol connection needs an ethernet cable RJ45 and connects this cable from the 

computer to the PLC. After connecting the PLC and computer through an ethernet cable, 

programmers need to change Internet protocol from automatic to static mode on the 

computer. To be more specific, programmers click on “Properties” of Local Area Network 

(LAN) from the computer and switch TCP/IP to static form. In this form, the “Subnet 

mask” on both PLC and computer should have the same value. However, PLC and com-

puter’s IP address need to be different from each other for communication purpose. An 

example of IP address structure and subnet mask for connecting the computer and PLC 

can be found in figure 13 below.  
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Figure 13. An example of a static IP address and Subnet mask is used to set up the computer’s 
connection with the PLC. 

When the connection protocol between PLC and computer is established, the next step 

of the configuration procedure is adding a virtual PLC to the TIA Portal project. There are 

two scenarios at this step. Suppose the PLC model has been identified beforehand by 

programmers. In that case, the new PLC can be directly added by choosing “Open the 

project view” and double click on “Add new device” to add a compatible PLC to the pro-

ject, as illustrated in figure 14. On the other hand, the second scenario is that program-

mer cannot determine PLC’s model name. In this case, TIA Portal can detect the PLC 

model through the command “Add new device” and chose “Unspecified CPU 1200” as 

in figure 15 if the PLC belong to the 1200 series. One table then comes up, and program-

mers press “detect” for TIA Portal automatically detect the available PLC series. In this 

Predictive maintenance, the chosen PLC model name is PLC S1212C DC/DC/DC, which 

has been clarified from the previous chapter. Ultimately, creating a project and adding a 

compatible PLC to the project are the first configuration steps on the PLC 1200 series. 
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Figure 14. Unspecified CPU 1200 is used for detecting available PLC Captured from TIA Portal 
software. 

 

Figure 15. A part of the project view displays an unspecified PLC model S1200 for detecting 
available PLC Captured from TIA Portal. 

3.2.3 Programming on TIA Portal V14SP1 

After the configuration on the compatible hardware through SIMATIC, programmers can 

perform logical programming on the main block-OB1. By default, only two networks are 

available in the main block-OB1; however, programmers can add the number of networks 

to the OB1 based on their algorithm logic. With TIA Portal, programmers can program 

the logic of the system mainly in three programming languages such as Ladder logic 

(LAD), Statement List (STL) and Function Block Diagram (FBD). New programmers first-

time access TIA Portal often with Ladder logic because it is explicit and straightforward. 

Ladder logic (LAD) is the programming language that displays the graphical symbol for 

representing the function used in hard-wire control diagrams. The following programming 
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language in TIA Portal is Statement List (STL). It is a list of many instructions which allow 

programmers to create a program by entering the mnemonic commands. Because it is 

specific, STL can create a program that LAD and FBD cannot do. The remaining lan-

guage that programmers can use in TIA Portal is the Function Block Diagram (FBD). It 

displays the program in many blocks connecting, taking multiple inputs, sending them 

through various instruction block, and changes specified outputs. The LAD language 

programming structure is shown in figure 16 below. In this project’s scope, Ladder logic 

(LAD) is used as the primary language program for creating commands and connections 

of the system. 

 

Figure 16. A part of Ladder logic (LAD) controls the speed and direction of the Induction Motor. 

The LAD language is a conversion of an electrical circuit diagram rotating at 90 degrees. 

As in figure 16, the power rail is located on the left-hand side, and the right side is the 

grounding rail. All switching elements of the circuit are in the middle between two of these 

lines. The PLC now handles a machine’s logic, including time relays or flip-flops wiring 

with switches, auxiliary contactors, or control contactors. On the other hand, the PLC 

receives the signal from other input elements (such as inputs switches or sensors) to 

close or open the contact handled by the PLC. Hence, the power contactors on the output 

side (such as motor contactors, polarity reversers, or valves) can receive the power to 

execute. However, the electrical diagram symbol differs from a programming symbol on 

Siemen’s PLC and other PLC brands. Programmers need one more step to convert the 

electrical symbol to the LAD symbolic form on the PLC. To achieve this, programmers 

must recognise and understand the function of LAD’s symbol on Siemens’s PLC. Some 

basic LAD symbols are shown in figure 17 below. Programmers using TIA Portal can find 
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these symbols for creating a logic program from the list cards on the right of the main 

block (OB1), as shown in figure 18. Furthermore, whenever having trouble recognising 

the specific Ladder symbol’s function, programmers can click on that symbol and press 

“F1” to call the help assistant in a new window. [17.] 

 

Figure 17. Some basic LAD symbols using in TIA Portal software Reprinted from Ladder Logic 
Symbols – All PLC Ladder Diagram Symbols [18]. 

 

Figure 18. Bit logic operation symbols in the TIA portal Captured from TIA Portal. 

In PLC CPU, all command and digital data are stored in bits, bytes, words and more, just 

like in a computer. The smallest digital data unit is “bit”, also known as the binary number 

“0” for the false state or “1” for the true state. This binary state simulates the current flow 

operation on the electrical circuit. The “1” state determines the current flow through ele-

ments, and the “0” state determines no current flow through elements. A switch to turn 

the light on and off is an example of storing data in one bit. The switch close (state “1”) 

determines a connection through the wire and vice versa. Programming in PLC is not 

limited to binary number. It is a combination of multiple complex values and condition. 
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Therefore, there is a byte which is a group of eight bits. Each bit has a separate location 

with its address ranging from 0 to 7. Moreover, two bytes combination is called a “word”, 

and four bytes cooperation demonstrate a “double word”. To be clear, a “word” support 

representing an integer number from -32768 to +32767. The last bit at 215 indicates 

telling a sign of integer number. The number is positive if bit position 215 is “1” and 

negative if bit position 215 is “0”.  

In PLC programming, each logic operation and other operation elements retain a specific 

PLC value to understand and store data. Apart from binary, data values also can be 

decimal, integer, hexadecimal number, or characters. These values range from minimal 

to considerable value, such as from binary number to real number. Programmers need 

to concern the range of value when programming on TIA Portal. This concern helps the 

programmers choose the correct data type, defined as the data element’s size and the 

bit’s structure within the data. More information regarding data type is illustrated in figure 

19 below, including size, range, and entry value for programmers to refer to when pro-

gramming on TIA Portal. 

 

Figure 19. Data type table includes clarifying their size, range and constant entry examples Re-
printed from Getting started with S7-1200 [17]. 
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The unique of TIA Portal from Siemens is its symbolic programming. Programmers can 

create symbolic names or “tags” related to the memory address, I/O points or local vari-

able used within a code block. The PLC CPU requires programmers to specify name 

tags and data type, and memory areas of a variable. The memory areas are diverse with 

inputs(I), outputs(Q), bit memory/M), data block (DB), and local or temporary memory 

(L). User programs access these memory areas to read from and write to stored data. 

Each memory location is unique and numbered to identify which not causing overlap with 

others. The overlapping between tags can destroy the system’s logic and make the sys-

tem unoperated. Figure 20 below shows the correlation between PLC tags and the “ab-

solute” addressing for better understanding how the CPU structure and address the 

memory area. 

 

Figure 20. Description of Memory area Reprinted from Getting started with S7-1200 [17]. 

3.2.4 Explaining the Project’s Algorithm 

From the picture of figure 21 below, this project’s idea is to predict the remaining useful 

life of induction motor powered by VFD. The PLC CPU plays an essential role as the 

centre in the project, which sends the command and receives data from the VFD, pushes 

data to SQL database, and views real-time the performance of VFD on the human-ma-

chine interface (HMI). The VFD communicate with PLC CPU through a MODBUS con-

nection. With this connection, the PLC CPU as a master can send digital data as a com-

mand to the VFD. On the other hand, the VFD as a slave device sends information under 

digital data type, including direction, current, line voltage, power, and frequency, to the 
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PLC CPU. After that, those data are pushed to the Structured Query Language (SQL) 

database for storing. This sending requires some scripted programming in Visual Basic 

(VB) language integrated into the TIA Portal project for execution. Extending if possible, 

these data can be queried on a webserver by time from the database for other people 

viewing. Inside the PLC CPU is the logical ladder programs that are uploaded from TIA 

Portal software. The designing process of predictive maintenance includes many steps, 

as the flow chart in figure 21 below. The simulation feature allows programmers to imitate 

the command and observe the parameters’ signal before uploading the ladder logic pro-

gram to the PLC. The simulation function limits unexpected faults of the logic that can 

destroy the system’s running test on the field. From the flow chart in figure 21, the “Con-

figure Modbus” and “Create PLC program” stage has the individual flow chart for explain-

ing the algorithm inside. 

 

Figure 21. The process of creating PLC’s project on TIA Portal Captured from OneNote. 

Before creating the ladder logic program, programmers need to configure the MODBUS 

connection between the PLC as the master device and the VFD as the slave device in 
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this project. The MODBUS configuration includes five steps, as figure 22 below. The 

MODBUS communication is the key to successful transmit data between Siemens PLC 

and the VFD FRE-740. The first step of the MODBUS configuration is setting character-

istics on the slave device VFD FRE-740. At this step, the relevant parameters on the 

VFD using for MODBUS need to be configured appropriate according to the predefined 

role. These parameters can be configured either manually or remotely by software. Sig-

nificantly, parameter 77, which is defined as a parameter write selection mode, needs to 

change to “2” for enabling writing mode on the slave device regardless of operation sta-

tus. The next step is the integration of the MODBUS communication module (CM). Pro-

grammers need to integrate CM 1241 (RS422/485) into the TIA Portal project for ena-

bling the MODBUS communication port on the master device. After having the CM 1241 

(RS422/485), programmers also need to set the baud rate appropriately, parity check, 

data bits, and stop bits parameters the same value on both the PLC and the VFD. The 

similarity setting of those parameters on both master and slave device ensure the stable 

in transmitting data signals. The next step after finishing setting on both master and slave 

devices is adding master-slave function block into the main program of TIA Portal. These 

function blocks are the “MB_COMM_LOAD” and “MB_MASTER” block. 

 

Figure 22. MODBUS configuration steps use in the Predictive maintenance project. 

The “MB_COMM_LOAD” is determined as a MODBUS RTU communication port. This 

block must be called for the PLC to transmit data through the Modbus communication 

port. Completed configuration on this port help programmers to use and configure the 

“MB_MASTER” block. The “MB_MASTER” block allows the PLC program to communi-

cate as a Modbus master on the point-to-point module. Hence, as a master, the PLC can 

access data in the Modbus slave device, a VFD. With the helping function by pressing 

F1, the description and information of these blocks’ parameters are shown in the popup 

window. After reviewing all Modbus configuration steps, the ladder logic program’s algo-

rithm is then established in the following networks of the main block-OB1. 
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The ladder logic program’s algorithm is divided into two flow charts for simply explaining 

purpose. The first chart in figure 23 shows the primary operation of the predictive mainte-

nance process after pressing the start button. Moreover, the second graph in figure 27 

shows the system’s algorithm in running mode. 

 

Figure 23. The flow chart explains the primary operation of the predictive maintenance project. 

Figure 23 shows that the program goes to running mode after pressing the start button. 

The picture on the right-hand side of the flow chart illustrates each stage in the ladder 

program language. The start switch is a normally open contact. The switch close enables 

the system to go into running mode. At this stage, the PLC has many command signals 

send to the slave device and begin turning the induction motor. With the MB_MAS-

TER_DB function block, the PLC as a master device can write register #40009’s value 

from DATA_PTR to the slave device. By default, the manual of VFD FRE-740 indicates 

register #40009 as the inverter status, which means force the VFD to turn in 
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forward/reverse rotation or stop turning. The VFD force the VFD to turn in the forward 

rotation if the slave device receives “2” from the receiving register #40009 of the master 

device.  

Similarly, the VFD is forced to turn in the reverse rotation if the value in register #40009 

receiving from the PLC is one. Other control modes happen the same procedure if pro-

grammers send another register containing appropriate values to the slave device. Fig-

ure 24 below is the example of value on register #40009 with their corresponding control 

command. The other proper writing and reading registers of the VFD FR-E740 are shown 

in figure 25 and 26, with the function and appropriate value. In figure 23, the function 

block “MOVE” indicates the status of the induction motor storing on the database. This 

function block moves the input “IN” parameter’s value to the output parameter “OUT“ 

when the condition in the enable parameter “EN” is satisfied. Furthermore, the enabling 

colour of the warning light on the field helps operators and field engineers easily observe 

the induction motor’s status and direction. 

 

Figure 24. The value meaning in register #40009 Reprinted from Inverter FR-E740 instruction 
manual [19]. 
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Figure 25. MODBUS registers use for controlling the VFD FR-E740 Reprinted from the Inverter 
FR-E700 instruction manual [19]. 

 

Figure 26. Another MODBUS register use for monitoring parameter on the VFD FR-E720 Re-
printed from the Inverter FR-E700 instruction manual [19.] 

After sending the command to the slave device, programmers also need another 

MB_MASTER_DB function block for reading status and information on the slave device. 

The function block MB_MASTER_DB has the value “1” on parameter MODE if the PLC 

write data to the VFD. On the contrary, it has the value “0” on parameter MODE if the 

PLC read data from the slave device. At this stage, the frequency value that the PLC 

read from the VFD is an integer number. The conversion method is needed for engineers 

to easily observe these values on the human-machine interface display and database. 

The database storing requires an integrated script programming in Visual Basic (VB) on 

the PLC. The explaining of this Script is illustrated later in the following chapter. The PLC 

repeat the process of writing data value, reading data value to/from the VFD, and storing 

them on the database. This procedure only stops if the stop button or stop switch is 

energised.  The stop button is a normally close (NC) contact switch and is located at the 

beginning of each network. They break the contact of all networks when it energises and 

therefore shut down the system. However, the PLC program has a network that includes 
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the energising stop switch for resetting all temporary parameters, timers, and the value 

on the data address to the original value. The stop switch in this network forces the whole 

system to entirely shut down and ensure people’s safety in contact with the machine.  

In figure 27 below, the induction motor is designed to run in auto or manual mode. In 

running mode, the induction motor firstly runs in forward rotation for 10 seconds. This 

ramp-up time can be adjusted depending on the need of the application. In manual mode, 

the induction motor can run at three predefined frequency speeds: 10Hz, 30Hz or 50Hz. 

The induction motor can also be chosen to run any frequency speed between 0 and 50 

Hz depending on the need. After pressing the “set frequency” button, the induction motor 

can switch from auto mode to manual mode. The idea of this algorithm is considered as 

the primary demand in the industrial field. The auto mode runs default products first, 

along with the ramp up time. Then, the system can switch to manual mode depending 

on product types. The manual mode is chosen to run different customised products that 

require the appropriate speed for each product line. For example, two predefined speed 

can use for running two other popular products on this production line. Moreover, there 

also have many other product lines with a specific speed requirement. This specific 

speed also increases overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) if the plant’s output de-

mands are high. Like figure 23, figure 27 has a network including ladder logic programs 

at each stage for representing.  
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Figure 27. The auto mode and manual mode turn the induction motor at many speed levels and 
direction. 

The auto mode is enabled instantly when the “start” variable has close contact. The out-

put variable “run_mode” therefore energise and turn on the timer data block-DB3. This 

timer data block “TP” is called a generate pulse timer. The timer starts counting when a 

result of the logic operation (RLO) at input parameter “IN” change from “0” to “1”. This 

timer allows the output side of parameter “Q” to turn on during “PT” time and only turn 

back to the “0” stage after the elapsed time. It means that the set output and forward 

parameter state the logic “1” during the setting time at parameter “PT”. At the time set 

output “lv1” and output coil “forward” parameters are “on” stage, the “MOVE” data block 

does its function which transfer content at the input value to the output parameter. The 

corresponding MB_MASTER block does the job of sending these values to the slave 

device – the VFD. Consequently, the VFD receives commands from the master device 

and turn the induction motor in the forward rotation at a low speed for 10 seconds.  
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After 10 seconds, the program wants the VFD to continue turning in forward rotation but 

with the maximum frequency speed of 50Hz. The start on-delay timer “TON” is used for 

setting on the “lv3” parameter and reset the stage of the “lv1” parameter back to “0” after 

the ramp-up duration. The “TON” block runs an International Electrotechnical Commis-

sion (IEC) timer with a specified duration as on-delay. This “TON” timer must count on 

delay time in parallel with the “TP” timer to enable the “lv3” and empower the “lv1” pa-

rameter. Unlike the “TP” timer, the IEC timer of “TON” is reset if the RLO of input change 

to “0” before the time expires. Thanks to the set output function, the logic of parameter 

“lv1” remains unchanged to keep the “TON” timer count the on-delay time.  

After achieving the maximum speed, the induction motor has finished the auto mode 

process since the start button is pressed. If there are any demand changes in the motor’s 

running frequency and direction during or after the auto mode, the induction motor’s 

manual mode control can be enabled. On the field, operators can choose to run the 

induction motor at three predefined running frequencies. For example, the operator 

wants to run the motor at the frequency speed 10Hz, which means speed level 1. On the 

ladder logic program, the program enables the set output “lv1” and put RLO of other 

running frequencies back to state “0” by enabling reset output of parameters “lv2” and 

“lv3”. The ladder program’s logic for enabling the motor to run at frequency 30Hz and 

50Hz has the same structure. Moreover, the application’s demand also wants the motor 

to run at a specific frequency speed between 0Hz and 50Hz. In this case, the button “Set 

frequency”, which is the parameter “set_frequency_demand”, is activated. The activation 

of this parameter put the temporary system stop but still in run mode. On the ladder logic 

program, the setting on parameter “set_frequency_demand” drag the “setting_frequency 

“parameter is reset, and the slave device receives 0Hz value and wait for the new input 

frequency speed from the master device. The operator then can make the slave device 

run in a new frequency by typing any demand frequency values in the text field on the 

human-machine interface, like in figure 28 below. The slave device runs the induction 

motor in the demand frequency speed by receiving the content from “DATA_ADDR” of 

register #40014. The explanation of the ladder logic program ends at this stage. The 

following chapters are the explanation of designing a human-machine interface for the 

system. 
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Figure 28. A part of the human-machine interface controls and monitors parameters on the in-
duction motor. 

3.2.5 Control and Monitoring on The Human-Machine Interface 

The human-machine interface (HMI) design is an essential step that allows operators 

and other field engineers to control and monitor the machine. To add an HMI for design-

ing, programmers need to click on “Add new device” on the top left corner of the TIA 

portal software and chose a compatible HMI on tab HMI. In advance, the HMI of WinCC 

Runtime Professional is located in the PC systems tab, allowing programmers to have 

more customisation in graphical design and advanced monitoring features. On the same 

“Add new device” window, programmers can choose “PC systems” and click on “WinCC 

RT Advanced” in the “SIMATIC HMI application” tab, as in figure 29. Programmers then 

need to create an HMI connection from the CPU to the WinCC RT Advanced PC station. 

This creation supports the software for finding the compatible terminal display. 

 

Figure 29. The WinCC RT Advanced HMI is integrated into the PLC program captured from the 
TIA Portal. 
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Consequently, programmers can start to design the control and monitoring interface on 

the HMI display. The HMI display of this project includes two parts which are the control 

part and graphical monitoring section. The control interface part is previously shown in 

figure 28, and the monitoring section is shown in figure 30 below. In figure 30, the mon-

itoring part displays four real-time line graphs, including line current, line voltage, power 

and running frequency feed to the induction motor for field engineers to observe.  

 

Figure 30. Four line-graph display the information value of the slave device. 

Programmers can integrate many controllable and monitoring features on display by 

powerful objects in the toolbox locates on the PLC project’s right side. These objects 

include many buttons, comment text fields, elements for controlling and monitoring pa-

rameters in the project, such as slider, gauge meter, and more. The control and monitor 

commands are executed by assigning parameters, event action, format display, anima-

tions, and more in the chosen object’s properties. For example, the “start” parameter is 

assigned to the start button with the pressing event and the releasing event. Hence, the 

start switch is customised to go on state “1” when pressing and go back to state “0” when 

releasing the button, as in figure 31. The other objects have the same configuration and 

come with more customisation depend on their function. 
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Figure 31. The configuration of the start button on the human-machine interface Captured from 
TIA Portal. 

3.2.6 Historical Data and Script 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the PLC program needs integrated Visual Basic 

Compiler Scripts to retain data from the VFD on the database. Moreover, the TIA Portal 

also has historical data under comma-separated values (CSV) type, fetched if the data-

base storing has malfunctioned. The CSV file includes data value, feature name and 

recording time of each value in plain text. 

First, the historical data feature is configured on the TIA Portal program. Programmers 

need to choose the “Historical data” tab on the project tree and create data logs that 

include a data log name, file type, number of data records, and location path to store 

data. Each data logs can have many logging tags, which are the parameter’s value de-

manding for storing. In each logging tags, programmers can change the acquisition 

mode, which is the method for fetching data. For example, if programmers chose cyclic 

as in figure 32, the data is record and store in a CSV file after the chosen duration time 

in the logging cycle attribute. Then this cycle is repeated until the program stop. There 

are two more choosing acquisition modes in WinCC RT Advanced: on-demand and on-

change for programmers. 
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Figure 32. The historical data configuration captured from TIA Portal. 

Apart from historical data, the TIA Portal can store data in an SQL database for further 

application usage. The program needs a Visual Basic compiler Script, as in figure 33, for 

achieving this purpose. From the Script in figure 33, the first line and the last line are the 

declaration name and ending command of the Script. The Visual Basic (VB) compiler 

uses the “Dim” statement from line 2 to line 10 to declare variables and determine their 

data types. The following statement in line 11 creates a portal for enabling TIA Portal to 

log into the local Microsoft SQL Server. The statement includes the name of the data 

source, “SQL server”, the name server, database name, username, and password for 

logging into the server. Following lines from line 12 to line 16 are the assigning parame-

ters in the PLC program to declared variable in the VB. SQL syntax command on line 17 

is an introductory statement in this Script which is used for writing data into the table in 

the SQL server.   

Siemens offer programmers the Script along with their instruction for using in the demand 

application. Programmers merely modify some parameters accordingly under the in-

struction and can apply for the retaining data purpose. 
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Figure 33. Visual Basic (VB) script integrates into the PLC project for storing data on the Microsoft 
SQL Server database [20]. 

3.2.7 MODBUS-RTU Configuration  

From the previous chapter, the point to point or MODBUS communication has been 

briefly introduced. In this chapter, the configuration of MODBUS between Variable Fre-

quency Drive (VFD) and the PLC communication module is explored more.  

Modbus is a point-to-point communication protocol developed for use with programma-

ble logic controllers (PLCs). In simple term, the function of Modbus is to transmit infor-

mation over serial lines between electronic devices. This communication requires at least 

two devices, one with the role of the Modbus Master and another in the network is Mod-

bus slave. In the network, the master device function is sending/writing data to slave 

devices. Following, Slave devices in the same network receive and respond to the re-

quested information from the master device. The information that the slave device re-

ceives from the master device is the amount of voltage. These values are a series of 

binary bits, zeroes as a positive and negative voltage, and their typical transmission 

speed of these bits is 9600 bits per second/baud. Modbus has two transmission modes: 

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) and the Remote Terminal 

Unit (RTU). [21.] 

The PLC CPU enable MODBUS-RTU communication through the CPU extension with 

the interface RS485. The PLC CPU mainly communicate with the VFD from the CM1241 

communication module to the communication port on the variable frequency drive FR-
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E740 0.75kW. The pinout of the RS485 communication port on the CM1241 includes 

nine pins, connects to the 8-pins registered jack 45 (RJ45) port on the VFD. The infor-

mation of the 9-pins on the RS485 connector is shown in figure 34. Moreover, the infor-

mation of 8 pins on the RJ45 connector is shown in figure 35. With a robust connection, 

the PLC can write and read data from the slave device by connecting the sending and 

the receiving data pins on both devices. Indeed, PIN 3 on module CM1241 connects to 

PIN 3 and 5 on the Inverter’s PU connector for sending and receiving data. However, the 

signal transmits and receive in pair of A and B on both devices. Therefore, PIN 8 on 

module CM1241 also needs to connect to PIN 4 and 6 on the Inverter’s PU connector. 

Finally, the connection between the ground PIN 5 on module 1241 and ground PIN 7 on 

the inverter connector is essential for creating a robust and safe transmission signal.   

 

Figure 34. All pins of the RS485 connector Reprinted from RS-485 Masterclass - What is it and 
Why use it? [24.] 

 

Figure 35. All pins of PU connector on the variable frequency drive FRE-700 Reprinted from In-
verter FR-E700 instruction manual [19.] 

After forming the physical connection, both devices’ configuration is needed for success-

fully transmitting and reading data. Programmers firstly do configuration on the VFD by 

switching the VFD into physical unit (PU) mode. The PU mode allows the programmer 

to manually setting up some parameters related to Modbus communication. The param-

eter 77 (Pr77) on the VFD is the parameter write selection mode. Furthermore, the 
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MODBUS configuration on the VFD is achieved by setting multiple variables in figure 36 

in the setting value.  [19,211-214.] 

 

Figure 36. Needed parameter configuration use for MODBUS on the VFD Modified from Inverter 
FR-E700 instruction manual [19,211-214].  

After finishing the inverter configuration, the next step is MODBUS-RTU configuration on 

TIA Portal’s program before programming ladder logic. After integrating the CM1241 

module into the PLC project, programmers choose the properties tab on this module and 

configure the communication setting as figure 37 below. Like the VFD configuration, pro-

grammers must choose the same baud rate, parity check, number of data bits per char-

acter and stop bits. These value on the program should match with the value on the 

Inverter to create the transmission. This step is the end of the MODBUS-RTU configura-

tion on both master and slave device in the network. Programmers can start to program 

on the project for the application. 

 

Figure 37. CM1241 configuration for MODBUS-RTU communication Captured from TIA Portal. 
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3.3 Variable Frequency Drive FR-E740 

3.3.1 Variable Frequency Drive Function 

A variable frequency drive (VFD), also known as an AC drive or Inverter, is a motor 

controller that drives an AC motor at a variable speed by varying its power supply fre-

quency and voltage. By controlling the frequency and voltage of power supplied to the 

motor, the VFD’s function subsequently is the motor speed adjustment. The applied fre-

quency is proportional to the rotating speed of the motor. In other words, the faster fre-

quency applied to the motor, the more round per minutes (RPMs) that motor can cycle. 

Thus, the VFD can turn up and turn down the motor speed to meet the application’s 

required speed. [26.] 

The most popular benefit of the electric drive is its saving energy function to improve 

system efficiency. Other benefits of the VFD worth mentioning are reducing the mechan-

ical stress on the machine, parameters feedback, and the system’s control. First, the 

VFD is best suited in the variable torque load application, where the motor speed must 

change according to the demands. Without the VFD, the fixed AC motor speed and 

torque make the motor operate at a constant speed and torque. It means that these 

energies are used more than the system’s actual need, which determines the wasting 

energy. On the other hand, the output power is controlled by directly changing the sup-

plied frequency and voltage to the motor. At low demand, the motor can run slowly with 

low power consumption, increase efficiency, and achieve energy savings. As a result, 

the VFD controlled fans in the Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system 

have saved significantly up to 70% of the energy consumption. In the production plant, 

this energy reduction means large money-saving in the operating cost. Second, VFD 

usage can reduce mechanical stresses and make the industrial process operate more 

smoothly. Moreover, there are high starting torque and inrush current when powering the 

AC motor without the VFD usage. The inrush current is the maximum peak current that 

appears at the beginning of turning on the motor. The inrush current value is twice or ten 

times greater than the normal rated current, as in the diagram of figure 38 below. The 

high starting torque can affect the motor’s mechanical system, and the inrush current 

can damage the electrical system. These factors are determined as one of the causes 

shorten the motor’s life span. When the VFD starts the AC motor, the system gradually 

ramp-ups to the operating speed. Therefore, the motor can start smoothly with the low 

starting torque and the minimisation of inrush current. Third, another great thing about 
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VFD is that it can be controlled with a PLC or a controller. With the MODBUS communi-

cation protocols explaining in the previous chapter, the VFD can help plant engineers 

monitor and control motor speeds on the need through RS485 signal cable like the pic-

ture in figure 39 below. Hence, most irregularities on the motor can be watched and 

detected thanks to the real-time monitoring feature. [28; 27; 25.] 

 

Figure 38. The diagram shows the maximum of inrush current compare to the steady-state cur-
rent Reprinted from What is Inrush Current and How to Limit it? [27]. 

 

 

Figure 39. The VFD help engineer to control and monitor the motor speed of water treatment 
facility application Reprinted from What is a VFD? [25]. 

3.3.2 Variable Frequency Drive and V/F Characteristic  

One of the most popular features of the VFD is its constant Voltage/Frequency (V/F) 

apply to the induction motor. This information is valuable for helping to simulate the in-

duction motor data in the project. The benefit of keeping the V/F constant is that it can 
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maintain the induction motor speed despite having a load. For keeping the speed of the 

induction motor stable with load, the idea is that the motor slip should be minimised as 

much as possible to limit the drop-in speed with the load. The slip for a given torque is 

dependent and disproportional to the amplitude of the rotating flux wave. Therefore, the 

slip can be reduced by enhancing the rotating flux. The rotating speed of the flux wave 

can be adjusted by controlling the output frequency of the Inverter. Besides, the desired 

magnitude of the flux is adjusted at its full (rated) value regardless of the rotation speed. 

Indeed, this requirement can be achieved by making the output voltage from the VFD 

varying appropriately with the frequency. It turns out that the flux wave amplitude is pro-

portional to the output voltage and inversely proportional to the supplied frequency. 

Therefore, the flux wave can have a constant value if the Inverter’s supplied voltage 

varies in direct proportion to the frequency. This operation mode is also mean keeping 

the voltage/frequency (V/F) ratio constant. Apart from maintaining the induction motor 

speed having load, the V/F ratio constant also prevents the motor from drawing exces-

sive current and saturating its core. Hence, it can prevent excessive heat to the motor 

and extend the motor’s lifetime. The constant ratio of V/F is also applied in the VFD FR-

E740 of the project. [29, 325.] 

3.3.3 Variable Frequency Drive and Induction Motor 

The induction motor is generally chosen based on the application of the field and VFD’s 

technical characteristic. The application requirement includes the speed range of induc-

tion motor, load capacity and more. However, the project merely simulates the pattern 

and approach the goal with no load requirement. Hence, this project’s chosen induction 

motor only based on the specification compatible between the VFD and the induction 

motor. The VFD FR-E740-0.75K may supply three-phase output voltage from 380 to 480 

volts, 1.6A rated current and functional motor capacity below 0.75kW. From the name-

plate in figure 40 below, the electric motor 0.37kW Universal B3 from Defan is considered 

suitable because of its compatible specification. The suitable converter should meet all 

criteria that can power the chosen induction motor, such as supply voltage, frequency, 

and rated current motor and motor capacity. For example, the selected VFD has a rated 

current higher than the chosen motor’s rated current. This induction motor also needs a 

supply voltage at 380 volts in star connection with the rated frequency 50Hz that the 

converter can supply. For the installation, the three wires from the Inverter go directly to 

the U, V and W terminal of the induction motor.  
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Figure 40. The three-phase motor nameplate of 0.37kW Defan Universal B3 Reprinted from eBay 
[online].  

3.3.4 Simulate Induction Motor Data 

The voltage and frequency data on the induction motor is simulated based on the V/F 

characteristic. The average output voltage of the VFD that apply to the induction motor 

can have a maximum value of 380 volts at 50 Hz as it cannot exceed the power supply 

voltage of the VFD. Hence, the V/F ratio can be turned out with the division of 380/50. 

As a result, the supposed V/F ratio is 7,6. When frequency changes, the corresponding 

average output voltage can be determined by multiplying frequency with 7,6. For exam-

ple, the induction motor’s average input voltage is 228 volts at 30 Hz or is 76 volts at 

10Hz. Other values that the VFD can supply to the induction motor can be referenced 

from figure 41 below.  

 

Figure 41. Characteristic table of model FR-E740 use three-phase 400V power supply Reprinted 
from Inverter FR-E700 instruction manual. [19,326]. 
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Moreover, the motor efficiency and power factor of the induction motor in figure 42 are 

proportional to the load. When the induction motor operates at full load, the maximum 

speed achieves and almost reach the synchronous speed. Moreover, the VFD can limit 

the inrush current, making the motor current not exceed the rated current on the motor 

nameplate. Hence, the induction motor current slightly increases from no load to full load 

when the VFD is used.  

Based on those conclusions above, the VFD’s induction motor experience full load with 

the maximum speed when the current, power factor and efficiency reach the rated values 

on the induction motor nameplate. Indeed, the VFD output power is the input power of 

the induction motor. The output load of the induction motor increase means more power 

supply to the motor. According to equation (2), the simulation input power of the induction 

motor can be calculated as it is proportional to the increasing power factor (cos 𝜑).  

𝑃𝑖𝑛 = √3 ∗ 𝑈 ∗ 𝐼 ∗ cos 𝜑    (2) 

The random data of induction motor are generated, which imitate the curve pattern in 

figure 42. Indeed, the random data is limited by the rated value on the nameplate of 

chosen induction motor.  

 

Figure 42. The characteristic curve of induction motor Modified from Three Phase Induction Mo-
tor Performance [37.] 

The induction motor’s healthy data simulation ( in Appendix 1) is presented at each fre-

quency in the range of 0 to 50Hz. Based on this table, the random data is performed by 

using the random method of Python. At each selected frequency, the corresponding line 

current, line voltage, input power of the induction motor is created randomly from the 
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supposed healthy state to faulty in the limited range. As in figure 43 below, the data frame 

simulating at 16Hz is created in Python and show on the last five rows.   

 

Figure 43. One dataset is created by using Python’s NumPy method Captured from Jupyter note-
book 

3.4 Python and Predictive Model Approaching 

3.4.1 Python and Jupyter Notebook 

As mentioned in previous chapters, the data analysis and the prediction of remaining 

useful life (RUL) on induction motor are executed by Python. Python language needs an 

integrated development environment (IDE) to make data analysis and predicting RUL 

action easier. IDE is a coding tool that allows data analysts or users to inspect data by 

writing, testing, and debugging programming code straightforwardly. One of the most 

popular Python IDE is Jupyter notebook which allows data scientist and analyst to sta-

tistics and visualises data more efficiently than the others. Jupyter Notebook is a web 

application based on the server-client structure, which was born in 2014. Indeed, Jupyter 

Notebook works as an IDE and has a role as a presentation or education tool perfect for 

fresher starting work with data science. With Jupyter Notebook, user can easily express 

data visualisation using data visualisation libraries such as Matplotlib and Seaborn. Fur-

thermore, Jupyter Notebook also supports markdown allowing users to write the note 

and instant perform statistic idea directly on the project. Because of its benefits, Jupyter 

Notebook is chosen for inspecting data and creating a predictive model in this project.  
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3.4.2 Performing Statistic Data on Induction Motor 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, predictive maintenance is approached in five 

steps: acquiring data, pre-process data, identifying condition indicators, selecting a 

model, and training the model. The first step of acquiring data has been done by storing 

data on SQL local server. The python-based framework needs to create a connection for 

logging into the SQL server and fetching data. The requirement variable for logging into 

SQL server includes database management system (DBMS) Driver name, Server name, 

Database name and connection setting. The connection setting often has two methods 

which are trusted connection or authentication. The authentication method requires user 

identification (ID) and password for logging into the SQL server. The chosen connection 

setting is a trusted connection where user ID and password can be skipped due to sim-

ulation purpose. Furthermore, Jupyter notebook also needs to install the pypyODBC li-

brary, allowing users to connect to the SQL server. The connection is created using the 

“connect” method integrating with the pypyODBC library. The query statement often is 

the amount of data and attribute that users need for the analysis work on Jupyter Note-

book. In this project, the idea is to fetch all monitor data to structure a predictive model. 

The whole command for fetching all induction data from the SQL server is shown in figure 

44 below. This action goal is to show the possibility of accessing SQL server data for 

approaching predictive maintenance action. 

 

Figure 44. Code structure and result of fetching data from SQL server performs by Python Cap-
tured from Jupyter notebook.  
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However, the collected data storing on an SQL server is generated by hand, costing 

much time and inconvenience. The data used for doing analysis and training the predic-

tive model in this project is created from the previous chapter. Hence, the random data 

generating by Python are determined as the loading data from the SQL server.  

After loading data into a data frame on the Jupyter notebook, the next step for approach-

ing predictive maintenance is pre-process data. The dataset understanding includes the 

number of columns, number of rows, and data types are vital for achieving the pre-pro-

cess data. The reason is that each column value in the data frame is a factor contributing 

to predict the time to failure of the induction motor. The pre-process data step is also 

filtering out of the “null” value for having a clean data set. “Null” or invalid value indicates 

the value in a cell is missing or not existing. The existence of invalid data makes noise 

for the predictive model and lead to the wrong prediction for the RUL. There is no invalid 

data by inspecting the loaded dataset, which is appropriate for the next step, observing 

all column data distribution. The histogram in figure 45 shows that each column of data 

has a normal distribution and no need to drop any extraordinary observation. Besides 

histogram, boxplots or scatter are often used for observing the data distribution.  

 

Figure 45. The distribution of all data’s column Captured from the Jupyter notebook.  

In the pre-process data step, “Power factor” is likely to be a helpful variable for predicting 

the induction motor’s RUL. Hence, the “Power factor” column is then calculated using 

equation (2) and appended into the data frame. Moreover, each row in the dataset is one 
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completed cycle of induction motor, and the maximum cycle at each frequency is the last 

cycle that the induction motor can operate. As a result, the induction motor’s actual re-

maining useful life can be calculated using the maximum cycle minus the current induc-

tion motor’s cycle. As a result, three more columns: “Cycle”, “Max cycle”, and actual 

“RUL”, are appended to the dataset. The assumption is that the induction motor at the 

specific frequency is continuously observed from the healthy state to its last cycle. By 

concatenating these frequency’s datasets into one data frame, the remaining useful life 

can be more confident to be predicted. The dataset after concatenation is formed and 

shown in figure 46 below. It should be noted that the “RUL” column in figure 46 is the 

actual remaining useful life. This column is the target to be predicted in the predictive 

model. 

 

Figure 46. The completed data frame use for predicting RUL after doing pre-process data.  

After doing pre-process data, the condition indicators are identified by selecting column 

data having a solid or medium correlation to the RUL. The medium and robust correlation 

of column data helps to increase the accuracy in predicting the RUL. The correlation 

level can be identified by looking into the scatter plot in figure 47 or correlation calculation 

in figure 48. Figure 47 and 48 show that Power Factor, Cycle, Current and Power are 

selected as the condition indicators because they correlate enough with the target col-

umn, RUL.  
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Figure 47. The scatter plot shows the correlation of RUL with other attributes Captured from the 
Jupyter notebook.  

 

Figure 48. The absolute correlation between RUL and other column data Captured from the Ju-
pyter notebook.  

3.4.3 Train Predictive Model and Result 

From figure 47, the target column RUL correlate with other condition indicators in the 

linear regression trending. Therefore, the chosen model for predicting RUL in this project 

is the linear regression model. The model is a simplified function that describes the reality 

of data. For example, in Mathematics, the result of y in linear equation (3) depends on 

the x value. In equation (3) below, “b” is determined as the intercept and “a” as the coef-

ficient of variable x. Variable x is condition indicator values of training data, and y is the 

outcome of the equation that relies on the value of variable x. The number of condition 

indicator indicates the number of inputs x and their coefficients in the linear regression’s 

equation. Hence, the predicted RUL value is described as output y, where its value de-

pends on condition indicators’ value. 

𝑦 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑥 + 𝑏    (3) 
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The training data action often come with testing the training data. If the predictive model 

first time is built, the idea is that collected data need to be split into two parts: the training 

and testing part. The training part often dominates the 75 per cent portion of the dataset 

and the remaining 25 per cent for testing. The testing part is used to compare the actual 

value with the predicted value and evaluate the confidence of the predictive model. Equa-

tion (4) shows the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between the predicted y value and 

the actual y value. RMSE also can be understood as the average variance of the pre-

dicted value with the actual value. Hence, the RMSE value is usually applied for evalu-

ating the linear regression model’s accuracy. 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑ (ypre − yact)2𝑛

𝑖=1
  (4) 

In figure 49, an empty linear regression’s equation is generated by the sci-kit learn’s 

method. The training model action is performed by adding condition indicators’ values 

into an empty linear regression equation. After fitting data into an empty equation, the 

model returns the intercept and four coefficients, as in figure 50. This completed equation 

with the intercept and coefficients is used for predicting the remaining useful life of the 

induction motor.  

 

Figure 49. LinearRegession method from the sci-kit learn library is used for training the model 
Captured from the Jupyter notebook. 

 

Figure 50. The intercept and coefficient of linear regression model after fitting training data Cap-
tured from Jupyter notebook.  

The predicted RUL is achieved by fitting the x value of the testing part into the completed 

equation. Figure 51 shows the first five rows of predicted RUL comparing with the actual 
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RUL from the testing part. The predicted RUL value almost equal to the actual RUL. The 

average variation between predicted RUL and actual RUL is the RMSE of the linear 

regression model.  

 

Figure 51. The first five rows of predicted RUL compare to the actual RUL Captured from Jupyter 
Notebook. 

With the sci-kit learn library, the RMSE can be calculated easily by importing the mean 

square error function. The RMSE for the linear regression model in this application is 

acceptable, as in figure 52. If the predicted RUL is “243” cycles, then the actual RUL is 

varied with the deviation ± 16.348 cycles. The RUL prediction results compared to the 

actual RUL are fully shown in appendix 2. 

¨ 

Figure 52. The RMSE calculation of the linear regression model Captured from the Jupyter note-
book. 

Moreover, the “Alert” column is added for quickly filtering which observation has the RUL 

below 20 cycles. The “Alert” shows “1” for alerting the predicting observation having less 

than 20 cycles and “0” for observation having predicted RUL over 20 cycles. Figure 53 

below is the first five-row slicing of predicted RUL, which has less than 20 cycles.  
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Figure 53. The RUL prediction values compare to the actual RUL with the alert for predicted RUL 
less than 20 cycles Captured from the Jupyter notebook. 

4 Conclusion 

The aim of this project was to create a predictive model to predict the remaining useful 

life of induction motor with minor investment available in the plant. The project helps to 

broaden electronics students’ horizons in the automation and machine learning field. The 

development of predictive maintenance on induction motor is achieved by successfully 

estimating the induction motor’s remaining useful life. It also answers that the approach-

ing predictive maintenance on induction motor is possible with the minor investment 

available in the plant. Moreover, it proves that the Siemens Programmable Logical Con-

troller is a powerful controller that controls the system and can adapt to work with other 

Internet of Things tools for receiving and transferring data. Besides the linear regression 

model, another predictive model such as random forest regression or logistic regression 

can improve the RSME and increase the accuracy in predicting the RUL. Ultimately, the 

result in this project is one alternative method for the industrial plant to perform predictive 

maintenance on induction motor and maximise the equipment lifetime.  
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The simulation data of induction motor in healthy condition 
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The predictive RUL table of Induction motor 

 


